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Organizational socialization tactics:

Determining the relative impact of context, content, and social tactics

Organizational socialization is known as a process in which employees are transformed through an interactive process between newcomers and their organizations from organizational outsiders to effective insiders (Feldman, 1981). The socialization process is primarily a learning process, although not all learning is considered as organizational socialization (e.g., Haueter, Macan, & Winter, 2003; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992; Schein, 1968). Specifically, organizational socialization is about learning in three key organizational domains of how things work with the organization, the work group, and the actual job a person is hired to do (Haueter et al., 2003).

Organizational socialization is an important issue for organizations because it contributes to developing the desired newcomers’ attitudes and behaviors (Bauer, Bodner, Erdogan, Truxillo, & Tucker, 2007). In a growing economy, organizations tend to attract, develop, and limit unwanted turnover by developing induction programs with appropriate socialization tactics. During economic downturns, it is also important to make sure that newcomer socialization is effective because recruitment failures can be costly. Estimates of a failed hire range from 25% to 200% of the annual compensation for that hire depending on job type (Branham, 2000). Also important is that organizational socialization facilitates the transmission of an organization’s culture and provides newcomers with essential clues to make sense of their new work environment (Bauer, Morrison, & Callister, 1998).

The literature recognizes both the influence of organizations on individuals through the use of socialization tactics (e.g., Van Maanen & Schein, 1979), and the proactive role of individuals in their own socialization. In this paper, we chose to focus
on socialization tactics (e.g., Allen, 2006; Jones, 1986; Saks, Uggerslev, & Fassina, 2007), which characterize the way organizations influence newcomers’ socialization processes. Following Van Maanen and Schein (1979), Jones (1986) found that socialization tactics shared a common dimension on a continuum from individualized to institutionalized tactics. Institutionalized tactics are collective, formal, sequential, fixed, serial, and investiture, as opposed to individualized tactics that are individual, informal, random, variable, disjunctive, and divestiture. Previous studies have found that institutionalized tactics (Jones, 1986) were positively related to a large number of outcome variables including job satisfaction and organizational commitment (e.g., Ashforth, Sluss, & Saks, 2007; Saks et al., 2007; Takeuchi & Takeuchi, 2009). Six dimensions are used to characterize socialization tactics, that can be grouped into three categories that include context, content, and social tactics (Jones, 1986).

Despite a number of studies exploring the consequences of socialization tactics, an important gap in the literature is determining the relative influence of each type of tactic on socialization outcomes. From a managerial view, organizations can emphasize each of these tactics separately and need to know whether they are differentially related to the desired outcome(s). Because organizations devote a significant amount of resources on newcomers’ socialization, it is also important to choose the most effective tactics in determining specific adjustment outcomes (Saks et al., 2007). From a theoretical view, although there is a ‘…rationale for expecting different tactics to relate differentially to outcomes, researchers have tended not to make differential predictions.’ (Bauer et al., 2007: 709). Based on past research one might believe that social tactics are always the most highly correlated with a majority of distal outcomes (Bauer et al., 2007; Saks et al., 2007). However, we contend that this may not be the case when considering specific proximal outcomes, as suggested in one previous study.
using fit perception outcomes (Perrot, 2009). More research is needed that includes proximal outcomes and tests whether patterns of relationships differ across socialization outcomes.

To date, four studies have explored differential effects of tactics with primary data (Cable & Parsons, 2001; Grant & Bush, 1996; Jones, 1986; Perrot, 2009). In addition, one study developed related theoretical propositions (Griffin, Colella, & Goparaju, 2000) and one study meta-analyzed tactics and outcomes (Saks et al., 2007). Although previous empirical studies have contributed to the literature on socialization they used general constructs for outcome variables such as person-organization fit perceptions (e.g., Cable & Parsons, 2001), organizational value congruence (Grant & Bush, 1996), or a larger array of indicators of socialization success (Jones, 1986). However, we argue that when the goal of a study is to understand which tactics influence the socialization process proximal outcomes of socialization should be used, as opposed to distal outcomes (e.g., Saks et al., 2007; Wesson & Gogus, 2005; Wharton, Potter, & Parry, 2004) that are not specifically related to organizational socialization theory. This study is the first to explore differential predictions of socialization tactics while using proximal learning outcomes of socialization.

Furthermore, with the exception of two studies (Grant & Bush, 1996; Jones, 1986), previous research has typically been based on differences in correlation or regression coefficients to determine which type of socialization tactic was most influential (e.g., Cable & Parsons, 2001; Saks et al., 2007). As Johnson (2000) notes, the comparison of regression coefficients is not necessarily sufficient to access the relative influence of predictor variables when they are correlated.

Therefore, the present study contributes to the literature by filling three important gaps in the socialization literature. First, contrary to what previous meta-
The relative impact of context, content, and social tactics may vary across outcomes. Very few studies have empirically explored the relative influence of context, content, and social tactics using primary data. In this paper, we examine the relative importance of context, content, and social tactics using proximal outcome variables consistent with definitions of organizational socialization in terms of a learning process (e.g., Ashforth et al., 2007; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992; Schein, 1968) in three key socialization domains: the organization, the work team, and the job (Haueter et al., 2003). Also, to stay true to Van Maanen and Schein’s (1979) classic theory of organizational socialization, we include role innovation as an outcome variable directly related to socialization tactics.

Second, because context, content, and social tactics have been found to be correlated in past research (e.g., Ashforth, Saks, & Lee, 1997; Jones, 1986), we contribute to the literature by using a more statistically appropriate method to evaluate their relative influence on role learning and innovation. Dominance analysis is a statistical technique that enables users to compare the relative importance, in terms of percentage of variance explained, of several predictor variables. It is appropriate when predictor variables are correlated, in which case the simple comparison of regression coefficient does not assess the relative strength of predictors (Johnson, 2000). Using a more appropriate statistical technique such as dominance analysis (Budescu, 1993; Budescu & Azen, 2004) may change conclusions that can be drawn from the simple comparison of correlation or regression coefficients because these indices ‘fail to consider both the effect the variable has by itself and in combination with the other variables’ (Johnson, 2000: 1).

Finally, we chose to conduct the present study in France. Because globalization has ‘…changed the context in which organizational socialization now takes place.’
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(Feldman, 1997: 1), it is important to test general hypothesis in contexts other than those traditionally used in socialization studies. Bauer and Taylor (2001) recommend testing the relationship among variables in non-U.S. contexts in order to increase our understanding of socialization. Moreover, organizational socialization is a major concern in France (Lacaze & Perrot, 2010), as it ranks number 5 in GDP in the world (World Bank, 2008), has a 8.1% turnover rate in French firms and public administration (French Minister of Employment and Social Affairs, 2010) and the fact that industries report striving to attract, recruit, and retain the most qualified workers (French National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, 2007).

Theoretical framework

Consequences of organizational socialization tactics

Current research on organizational socialization is largely based on Van Maanen and Schein’s original theoretical model (1979). Their classic model defined six types of tactics that organizations might employ based on what they refer to as ‘the visible presence (or omnipresence) of a tactic across what appears to be a wide variety of organizations as well as the seeming importance and power of that tactic on persons who are subjected to it’ (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979: 232).

Collective (vs. individual) socialization consists of putting newcomers through a common set of experiences together, as opposed to a unique and individualized set of experiences. Formal (vs. informal) socialization refers to having newcomers geographically separated from other organizational members during a specific period of time. Sequential (vs. random) socialization involves establishing significant and identifiable steps towards to mastering target roles, as opposed to a random sequence. Fixed (vs. variable) socialization provides information regarding the timetable
associated with the sequential tactic, as opposed to time uncertainty. Serial (vs.
disjunctive) socialization is associated with the presence of role model(s), as opposed to
not following the footsteps of predecessors. Investiture (vs. divestiture) confirms
identity of the newcomer at the entry, as opposed to deny and strip away certain
personal characteristics.

Beyond the definition of the six socialization tactics, the major contribution of
Van Maanen and Schein’s (1979) theory of organizational socialization is to frame
specific propositions for each tactic, regarding its consequence in terms of role
innovation or replication. Consistent with uncertainty reduction theory (Mignerey,
Rubin, & Gorden, 1995), Van Maanen and Schein (1979) assumed that adjustment to a
new organizational role would be a source of anxiety and stress for newcomers, and
proposed that individuals facing such situations will seek to reduce the uncertainty and
stress levels. To the extent that organizations provide newcomers with information
regarding role expectations, new recruits will therefore tend to conform to these
expectations rather than to ‘rock the boat.’ Because collective, formal, sequential, and
serial tactics reduce newcomer uncertainty and stress, they tend to be negatively
associated with role innovation. Jones (1986) followed the same reasoning and
hypothesized that institutionalized tactics facilitate role adjustment, and are negatively
related to role innovation.

However, the theoretical reasoning is different regarding fixed (vs. variable) and
investiture (vs. divestiture) tactics. On the one hand, Van Maanen and Schein (1979)
proposed that variable and divestiture tactics create more anxiety than respectively
fixed and investiture tactics. Therefore, individuals will be in greater need to conform
to organizational expectations, which in turn will contribute to greater role replication
and lower innovation. On the other hand, Jones (1986) argued that socialization tactics
do not create stress, but offer different ways to reduce it. In other words, fixed (vs. variable) and investiture (vs. divestiture) tactics represent more explicit cues and guidelines as far as organizational expectations. Because newcomers will tend to conform to expectations, fixed (vs. variable) and investiture (vs. divestiture) tactics will be negatively related to role innovation. Subsequent empirical studies clearly supported Jones’ (1986) predictions (Bauer et al., 1998). The literature therefore suggests that there is a similar theoretical reasoning to explain the influence of each of the six socialization tactics on all outcomes. In other words, institutionalized tactics (vs. individualized) decrease uncertainty and stress, thus facilitating adjustment while decreasing role innovation.

Although there is a common dimension between the six socialization tactics, and a common logic to explain how each tactic relates to socialization outcomes, other factors may reinforce or limit the strength of the relationship.

**Differential effects of context, content, and social tactics**

As Ashforth et al. (1997) note, Jones’ (1986) tactics scale can be used as a one-dimensional model (e.g., Kim, Cable, & Kim, 2005) or as separate subscales. Specifically, Jones’ (1986) tactics items can be either used as six separate subscales, or regrouped in three larger subscales that distinguish between context (collective and formal vs. individual and informal), content (fixed and sequential vs. variable and random), and social (serial and investiture vs. disjunctive and divestiture) tactics.

Previous research analyzing the differential effect of socialization tactics has largely relied on a three-dimensional model (Cable & Parsons, 2001; Grant & Bush, 1996; Jones, 1986), suggesting that context, content, and social tactics may have differentiated effects on several outcome variables. Saks et al. (2007) used meta analysis to summarize all empirical studies relating socialization tactics to a large
number of socialization outcomes, regrouping the six tactics scales into context, content, and social types of tactics. Saks et al. (2007) found that the social tactics were the strongest predictor of eight socialization outcomes, and that the context tactics were the weakest predictor of six of the organizational socialization outcomes studied. In a similar vein, Jones (1986) found that investiture (vs. divestiture) and serial (vs. disjunctive) tactics loaded highest on the first canonical function, followed by fixed (vs. variable) and sequential (vs. random) tactics, thus suggesting that social tactics have more influence on newcomer socialization. Similar conclusions were drawn with other specific outcomes such as organizational value congruence (Grant & Bush, 1996), person-organization fit (Cable & Parsons, 2001), and information systems employee’s adjustment (King & Sethi, 1998).

Although previous studies contributed to the literature by suggesting a dominant effect of social tactics, three essential limitations are noted. First, the number of studies available for the meta-analysis (Saks et al., 2007) was relatively small. As Saks et al. (2007: 442) explain, ‘less confidence is warranted when not all studies contributed to a meta-analytic coefficient.’ Second, previous studies considered distal outcomes of socialization, whereas a greater use of proximal outcomes is needed (e.g., Ashforth et al., 2007; Saks et al., 2007). Third, almost all previous studies were not specifically focused on differential predictions, while exploring consequences of socialization tactics. Therefore, more research is needed on differential predictions by using relevant proximal outcomes, and a specific methodological design.
Hypotheses

**Identifying relevant socialization outcome variables**

A large number of socialization outcomes have been considered in the literature, including organizational commitment, job satisfaction, intentions to quit, and job involvement. Because these concepts are not uniquely related to socialization, scholars have called for a higher focus on proximal outcomes of socialization (e.g., Gruman, Saks, & Zeig, 2006; Kammeyer-Mueller & Wanberg, 2003; Saks et al., 2007). Their call is supported by recent studies in which mediating effects between socialization tactics and distal outcomes were found. Such mediating variables included newcomer learning, information acquisition, proactive behaviors, role conflict, role ambiguity, self-efficacy, social acceptance, superior relations, co-worker relations, person-organization fit, and person-group fit (e.g., Ashforth et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2007; Gruman et al., 2006; Kammeyer-Mueller & Wanberg, 2003; Saks et al., 2007).

However, not all of these mediating variables should be used as proximal outcomes. Because we focus on how socialization tactics influence the degree to which newcomers are socialized, we argue that a specific socialization scale should be used as proximal outcome. Such a scale should be based on learning items for two reasons. First, organizational socialization is primarily referred to as a learning process. Second, it is consistent with previous findings suggesting that newcomer learning is one of the variables that mediate the relationship between socialization tactics and distal outcomes.

Furthermore, we also considered role innovation (vs. replication) as an important proximal socialization outcome, and included it in our study for two reasons. First, it is the main outcome variable considered in Van Maanen and Schein’s original theory of socialization tactics. In other words, role innovation can be related to
socialization tactics, based on well-established theoretical grounds. Second, socialization tactics have opposite effects on adjustment and role innovation. In other words, to the extent that organizations seek to increase innovation, there is a trade-off between increasing adjustment on the one hand, and *not* decreasing innovation on the other hand. Therefore, role innovation is a specific outcome in the sense that it relates to socialization tactics the opposite way than other adjustment indicators. Following past theorizing and research, we referred to role innovation and role replication as the two bipolar ends of the same continuum (e.g., Jones, 1986; Van Maanen & Schein, 1979).

*Differential predictions for role learning*

As explained before, previous research leads to two general conclusions regarding the consequences of socialization tactics. First, institutionalized tactics improve adjustment while lowering role innovation (e.g., Ashforth et al., 2007; Jones, 1986; Saks et al., 2007). Second, because socialization tactics share a common dimension (Jones, 1986) in terms of institutionalization vs. individualization, there is a common logic to explain their effects on adjustment indicators and role orientation, based on stress reduction theory. In this paper, we argue that the relative influence of context, content, and social tactics varies across outcome variables. The question here is to know which type of socialization tactics (context, content, or social) will have the greater impact on role learning, referred to as the degree to which newcomers know and understand their organization, their job, and their coworkers (Haueter et al., 2003).

While a lot of research has been dedicated to understanding the effects of socialization tactics, other researchers focused on newcomers’ proactivity and found that information seeking (e.g., Bauer & Green, 1998; Brown, Ganesan, & Challagalla, 2001; Morrison, 1993) and other proactive behaviors (e.g., Ashford & Black, 1996;
Gruman et al., 2006; Wanberg & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2000) were associated with increased socialization success.

The logic behind these findings is that newcomers’ proactivity facilitates interactions with other insiders, thus providing them with greater access to socialization sources (Kammeyer-Mueller & Wanberg, 2003), and facilitating adjustment (e.g., Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). In other words, social exchange strongly contributes to socialization (e.g., Sluss & Thompson, 2009).

Moreover, we argue that such social interactions are facilitated not only by newcomers’ proactive behaviors, but also by social tactics from the organization. Specifically, serial (vs. disjunctive) tactics provide newcomers with a role model, thus enabling them to better learn their new organizational role (Filstad, 2004) through observations, imitations, and questions. Also, investiture (vs. divestiture) tactics confirm the identity of the newcomer, thus increasing self-confidence in terms of impression management (e.g., Morrison & Bies, 1991), which in turn encourages social interactions with insiders. Therefore, investiture tactics facilitate learning.

Because social tactics are related to increased social interactions with insiders, we predict that social tactics will be a stronger predictor of role learning than context and content tactics. In the following hypotheses, we use the concept of dominating variable (e.g., Budescu, 1993; Budescu & Azen, 2004). When breaking down the total effect of the three predictors, the dominating predictor is referred to as the one that accounts for the greatest percentage of the total effect.

**Hypothesis 1a.** The social tactics will dominate the context and content tactics to more potently predict newcomer learning in the organizational domain.

**Hypothesis 1b.** The social tactics will dominate the context and content tactics to more potently predict newcomer learning in the work team domain.
**Hypothesis 1c.** The social tactics will dominate context and content tactics to more potently predict newcomer learning in the job domain.

**Differential predictions for role innovation**

As Bauer et al. (2007) note, the socialization process can be thought of as an uncertainty reduction process (e.g., Berger, 1979). Uncertainty reduction theory proposes that individuals in new situations are motivated and prefer situations that allow them to have greater prediction in terms of their interactions with others and their work (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). As for learning, the common logic for all tactics is that institutionalized tactics offer ways to reduce uncertainty by conforming to organizational expectations, thus decreasing role innovation (e.g., Jones, 1986). Because role replication and role innovation are the two bipolar ends of the same continuum (e.g., Jones, 1986; Van Maanen & Schein, 1979), one could also say that institutionalized tactics increase role replication.

Beyond this classic effect, we assert that the negative influence of content tactics on role innovation is reinforced because of their specific design. In other words, content tactics act like inhibitory contextual factors. Specifically, sequential (vs. random) tactics consist of identifying a set of specific steps towards target roles. Progression along this sequence of steps thus implies not only formalizing role expectations at each step, but also satisfying such expectations to progress along the sequence of steps. In other words, sequential tactics build a very clear road to follow and leave newcomers little room for exploring other paths through role innovation. Fixed (vs. variable) tactics consist of associating progression along the steps toward target roles with a timetable. This obviously reinforces the negative effects of sequential (vs. random) tactics on role innovation.
Therefore, there are specific reasons that content tactics reinforce the relationship between socialization tactics and role replication, beyond their common effect explained by uncertainty reduction theory. Because the objective of content tactics is to guide newcomers’ footsteps along a specific road towards target roles, we predict that content tactics will be a stronger predictor of role replication than context or social tactics.

_Hypothesis 2._ The content tactics will dominate context and social tactics to more potently predict role replication (as opposed to role innovation).

**Method**

**Sample and Procedure**

A questionnaire was sent to all masters degree alumni (1,354) of a large public French university for that year’s graduating class via the traditional mail system during the early months of their post-graduate employment, thus in real working life in organizational settings. A total of 201 questionnaires were filled and returned, while 56 were returned as unable to deliver due to a wrong address, resulting in a response rate of 15.6%. Six questionnaires were excluded because of missing data, leaving 195 questionnaires available for analysis.

The response rate was lower than the average of 52.7% observed by Baruch and Holtom (2008) for studies published between 2000 and 2005 in US-based journals, using data collected from individuals. We follow the authors’ recommendations in reporting response rates, and explain our lower response rate by the following reasons. First, as Baruch and Holtom (2008) found, response rates are higher in US-based journals than non US-based journals, which can be partly explained by differences in the population being studied. Second, with the exception of an accompanying letter
from the President encouraging former students to respond, there was no possible
incentive and responses were truly voluntary. To ensure respondents did not differ
significantly from the total population, we asked the university their statistics about the
same graduates we sent questionnaires to. We obtained such statistics regarding age and
gender, that were respectively 26 years (SD = 6) with 49% being women. In our
sample, the average age of respondents was 25.8 (SD = 5.4) with 56% of the sample
being women. In other words, our sample is comparable with the global population
regarding age, although females tended to respond more frequently than male
respondents. As explained in the method section, age and gender were included as
control variables in regression analysis.

In terms of the remaining sample characteristics, five employees had
organizational tenure of over two years. Excluding these five outliers from all future
analyses, the remaining sample had an average organizational tenure of 7.40 months
(SD = 4.22) which qualifies the remaining sample as newcomers with less than one year
with their new organization (Bauer et al., 1998). The respondents worked in relatively
large organizations with 24% in organizations with more than 10,000 employees, 25%
in organizations with between 1,001 and 10,000 employees, 22% in organizations with
between 201 and 1,000 employees, 13% in organizations with between 51 and 200
employees, and only 16% working in organizations with no more than 50 employees.
Respondents reported working in different economic sectors including banking,
finance, and insurance (30.9%), industry (16.2%), auditing and consulting (15.7%),
communication and media (7.3%), computer, software and information systems (6.8%),
and real estate (5.8%). The remaining respondents worked in business sectors such as
retailing, telecom, tourism, public sector and others which comprised less than 5% of
our sample each.
Measures

The scales were translated from English to French using a back translation procedure recommended by Brislin (1970). All of the variables in this study were assessed on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree except where noted in the scale descriptions.

Socialization tactics. We used Jones’ (1986) items, which are by far the most frequently used items in the socialization tactics literature. However, researchers have routinely removed certain items because of their poor loadings and used an either shorter (e.g., Black & Ashford, 1995; Cable & Parsons, 2001; Kim et al., 2005; King & Sethi, 1998; Riordan, Weatherly, Vandenberg, & Self, 2001) or modified (e.g., Ashforth & Saks, 1996) version of Jones’ (1986) scale. To ensure a better comparability of results, we followed Cable and Parsons (2001) who included only the two highest-loading items from each of the six tactics, based on Jones’ (1986) empirical results. From the 12-items scale, three factors were extracted from a principal component analysis, corresponding to the context, content, and social facets of socialization tactics. Sample items from the context, content, and social aspects include, respectively, ‘I have been through a set of training experiences that are specifically designed to give newcomers a thorough knowledge of job related skills,’ ‘The steps in the career ladder are clearly specified in this organization,’ and ‘I feel that experienced organizational members have held me at a distance until I conform to their expectations’ (R). Item 1 from the collective versus individual scale was reworded: specifically, ‘In the last 6 months…’ was replaced by ‘When joining the organization…’ because some respondents may have had a tenure longer than six months. In this three-factor structure, all items loaded on the expected dimension: context, content, and social factors. However, three items (one on each dimension) had
either a loading less than 0.5, or two loadings greater than 0.3 on two axis. We therefore decided to drop these items for further analysis.

Learning variables. Out of the three main socialization scales (e.g., Chao, O'Leary-Kelly, Wolf, Klein, & Gardner, 1994; Haueter et al., 2003; Taormina, 2004), we chose Haueter et al.’s (2003) because it entirely focuses on a learning approach to adjustment during socialization. We used all three subscales: organizational (12 items), work-team (12 items), and job (11 items) domains of socialization. Each subscale include respectively ‘I understand this organization’s objectives and goals,’ ‘I know my work group’s objectives,’ and ‘I understand which job tasks and responsibilities have priority.’

Role innovation. To be consistent with past literature, we used Jones’ (1986) role innovation / replication scale and dropped the problematic item which has been deemed as too ambiguous in past research (Allen & Meyer, 1990). The four items used were ‘I have made an attempt to redefine my role and change what I am required to do,’ ‘I have changed the mission or purpose of my role,’ ‘The procedures for performing my job are generally appropriate in my view’ (R), ‘I have tried to change the procedures for doing my job to institute new work goals.’

Control variables. As Becker (2005) notes, control variables are important to consider. In order to build upon and extend previous studies, we identified several potentially relevant control variables in the literature. Because past research underlined the importance of newcomer proactivity in the interactive socialization process (e.g., Ashford & Black, 1996; Ashforth et al., 2007; Gruman et al., 2006), we included proactive personality as a potential control variable. The 6-items version of the proactive personality scale from Bateman and Crant (1993) was used because it has been found to be most consistent across cultures (Claes, Beheydt, & Lemmens, 2005).
Following Kammeyer-Mueller and Wanberg (2003), we also included four demographic control variables in the socialization literature: age, gender, organization size, and organizational tenure. While research has not concluded that gender is a major determinant of socialization, it is always possible that gender may matter, therefore, we gathered this information and men were coded as 0 and women were coded as 1. Organization size has the potential to influence the formalization of the socialization process and which tactics are employed. Therefore, this was measured with a scale ranging from low to high with 5 pre-defined ranges (1 for 0 to 50 employees, 2 for 51 to 200 employees, 3 for 201 to 1000 employees, 4 for 1,001 to 10,000 employees, and 5 for more than 10,000 employees). Finally, because time is such an important part of the socialization process, organizational tenure was measured in months since entry to allow for its use as a control variable.

Results

*Principal component analysis, descriptive statistics, correlations, and reliability coefficients*

To ensure items from the socialization tactics scale loaded on the expected dimensions, we conducted a principal component analysis. Results display a clear, three-dimensional structure, as reported in Table 1.

Descriptive statistics, correlations, and reliability estimates are reported in Table 2. Mean scores underline that employees experienced more institutionalized tactics, especially for social tactics. Standard deviations were relatively high, indicating a wide variety of socializing experiences perceived in our sample, across organizations. The mean scores for socialization tactics, using a five-point Likert scale, suggest that the respondents experienced a wide variety of socialization tactics from their organizations.
with a mean of 2.77 ($SD = 1.05$) for context tactics, 2.75 ($SD = 0.96$) for content tactics, and 3.72 ($SD = 0.87$) for social tactics. More generally, respondents were similar in terms of level of study, but differed significantly in terms of major, job type, business sector, and company size.

The pattern of correlations suggests that all types of socialization tactics are positively correlated, because they share a common dimension in terms of institutionalization vs. individualization. Correlation between context and content seems to be higher than others. All types of tactics are positively related to the three learning variables and negatively related to role innovation, which is consistent with previous research suggesting that institutionalization of tactics facilitates newcomers’ adjustment, while limiting role innovation. Finally, learning variables and role innovation are not significantly correlated, suggesting that these indicators capture different aspects of adjustment.

Analytic Strategy

Estimating the relative strength of predictor variables is straightforward when all independent variables are uncorrelated, with simple comparisons of correlation or regression coefficients. However, such comparisons of coefficients are uninterpretable when predictors are correlated (Johnson, 2000). Because we found significant correlations between the three types of tactics, as suggested by previous research, a more adapted analytic strategy was needed that accounts for both the effect of each predictor variable separately, and when combined with the other predictor variables (Johnson, 2000).

Dominance analysis (Budescu, 1993; Budescu & Azen, 2004) and estimation of the relative weight of predictor variables in multiple regressions (Johnson, 2000) are two possible approaches to account for correlations between predictor variables, while
estimating their relative influence. As Lebreton and Tonidandel (2008) noticed, such techniques have been used increasingly in the last several years. Johnson (2000) argued that relative weight should be used when the number of predictor variables is equal or greater than 5, because computational requirements of dominance analysis increase exponentially. In this study, we chose dominance analysis (Budescu, 1993; Budescu & Azen, 2004) because only three predictor variables (context, content, and social tactics) were included.

**Dominance analysis**

As stated before, dominance analysis is appropriate to assess the relative importance of several correlated predictors. A predictor is referred to as dominant when it explains more variance in the dependent variables when compared to other predictors. As explained by Budescu (1993), dominance analysis requires two steps. The first step is referred to as qualitative (Budescu, 1993), and tests whether one variable dominates another (Table 3). Considering three predictor variables \((X_i, X_j, X_k)\), \(X_i\) dominates \(X_j\) if

\[
R^2(X_i) > R^2(X_j) \quad \text{and} \quad [R^2(X_i,X_k)-R^2(X_k)] > [R^2(X_j,X_k)-R^2(X_k)].
\]

Social tactics (X3) were hypothesized to be the strongest predictor of learning variables. In other words, we predicted that social tactics dominated both content (X2) and context (X1) tactics. As shown in table 3 for the organizational domain, X3 dominates X2 (.076 > .036 and .062 > .015), and X2 dominates X1 (.036 > .026 and .014 > .012). Because dominance is transitive (Budescu, 1993), social tactics are the strongest predictor of organizational learning, and H1a is supported through qualitative dominance analysis.

As for work team learning, X3 dominates X2 (.121 > .059 and .102 > .03), and X2 dominates X1 (.059 > .034 and .024 > .015). Therefore, social tactics are the
strongest predictor of work team learning and H1b is supported through qualitative dominance analysis.

Similarly, as for job learning, X3 dominates X2 (.098 > .058 and .083 > .035), and X2 dominates X1 (.058 > .025 and .026 > .01). Therefore, social tactics are the strongest predictor of job learning and H1c is supported through qualitative dominance analysis.

Beyond qualitative analysis, Budescu (1993) recommends to quantify the relative effect of each predictor variable, based on the average of direct, partial, and total effects. With three predictor variables \((X_i, X_j, X_k)\), the percentage of total effect explained by \(X_i\) is \(M(C_{X_i})\), which is the average of 
\[
C_{X_i}^{(0)} = R^2(X_i), \quad C_{X_i}^{(1)} = \frac{[R^2(X_i, X_j) - R^2(X_j)] + [R^2(X_i, X_k) - R^2(X_k)]}{2}\text{, and } C_{X_i}^{(2)} = R^2(X_i, X_j, X_k) - R^2(X_j, X_k).
\]

Quantitative analysis provides additional perspective on results, because it quantifies the relative effect of each predictor variable in terms of percentage of total effect.

Hypothesis H1a, H1b and H1c were supported through quantitative analysis as social tactics accounted for the highest percentage (ranging from 63% to 67%) of the total effect of socialization tactics on learning variables, as reported in Table 4.

For role replication, we hypothesized that content tactics was the strongest predictor, because such tactics are especially designed to build roads and steps towards target roles, thus signaling newcomers that adjustment is easier through conformity than innovation. Through qualitative dominance analysis (Table 5), it appears that X2 dominates X1 (.072 > .061 and .052 > .047) and X1 dominates X3 (.061 > .031 and .016 > .011). Quantitative analysis (Table 5) emphasizes that content tactics account for almost 45% of the total effects of all socialization tactics on role replication. Therefore, content tactics is the strongest predictor of role replication and hypothesis 2 is supported.
Supplementary analyses

Because dominance analysis does not take into account the potential effect of control variables, we replicated the results using regression analysis with control variables. To examine their potential influence, we first examined the correlation matrix and selected the control variables that significantly \((p < .01)\) correlated to the variables of interest for this study. We found that proactive personality was positively correlated to learning (about the organization, the work group, and the job) and role innovation, and organizational size was correlated to organizational learning. However, age, gender, and organizational tenure were not correlated to any of the variables of interest in the present study. We therefore included proactive personality and organizational size as control variables in each regression analysis. Comparisons of beta coefficients between context, content, and social tactics showed results consistent with dominance analysis.

Discussion

The present study argued that social tactics were the best predictor for learning outcomes, whereas content tactics were the best predictor for role innovation. This prediction was supported. Specifically, we found that social tactics were the strongest predictor of all learning variables (H1a, H1b, H1c), whereas content tactics were the strongest predictors of role replication (H2).

Theoretical implications

From a theoretical perspective, these results are important for three main reasons. First, our study found that the relative influence of context, content, and social tactics varies across outcomes. In other words, although social tactics were the best
predictor for most outcomes, content tactics better predicted role innovation. Second, we suggest that the impact of socialization tactics is not only based on a common factor in terms of institutionalization vs. individualization, but also lies on a more complex pattern of relationships between different types of socialization tactics and outcomes. Third, we propose new insights regarding how social tactics influence role innovation. We argue in particular that investiture tactics have conflicting effects on role innovation. On the one hand, uncertainty reduction theory is used to explain why investiture tactics are negatively related to role innovation. This uncertainty reduction effect is dominant, as found in previous empirical studies (e.g., Jones, 1986). On the other hand, because investiture tactics confirm newcomers’ identity, they also increase newcomers’ self-confidence, which in turn facilitates role innovation. Therefore, it is likely that conflicting effects of investiture tactics on role innovation lower their relative importance, as well as that of social tactics, as a predictor variable for role innovation.

**Practical Implications**

From a practical perspective, several implications may be evolved from this study. To the extent that organizations want to foster learning, social tactics are the most effective. This is true for the three learning domains: the organization, the work team, and the job. Conversely, the issue of processing people on a collective vs. individual basis, or in a formal vs. informal way, is of less importance in that respect. Although it can be assumed that companies generally have interest to foster learning, different objectives can be pursued regarding role innovation. For companies willing to develop role replication (vs. role innovation), a mix of social and content tactics will be more effective: social tactics will foster learning most effectively, and content tactics will contribute to role replication (vs. role innovation). However, there are no types of
tactics that simultaneously foster learning and role innovation. For companies willing to develop role innovation, random and variable tactics seem most appropriate. However, to the extent that individualized tactics are defined by what they are not rather than by what they are (Ashforth & Saks, 1996; Ashforth et al., 1997; Bravo, Peiro, Rodriguez, Whitely, 2003), one should rather conclude that content tactics (sequential and fixed vs. random and variable) must not be used to preserve role innovation. In other words, companies must find a trade-off and use social tactics to have a strong effect on learning and a more limited, yet undesired, impact on role innovation, while avoiding the use of content tactics.

Potential Limitations and Future Research Directions

We identified three potential limitations of the present study. First, because data were collected using a cross-sectional design, causality cannot be verified. However, our study was not specifically aimed at testing causal relationships per se, but focused instead on exploring the relative influence of predictors that have already been established as such in the literature. Another potential limitation deals with the nature of outcome variables included in the research model. This one focused on proximal outcomes in arguing that learning variables were relevant because they measured the impact of socialization tactics on the degree to which newcomers are socialized, as opposed to general and distal outcomes. Similarly, role innovation is an essential proximal outcome to consider because it is fundamentally grounded into Van Maanen and Schein (1979)’s classic theory of socialization. However, to further establish the importance of differential effects, a larger variety of outcomes should be included in future studies, as well as different environments (Anglo-Saxon and others). We hope to stimulate research in that direction, in order to more fully understand the way context, content, and social tactics differentially predict specific outcomes, beyond their
The relative impact of institutionalization (vs. individualization). Finally, limitations regarding the characteristics of data should be mentioned. The use of self-report data may introduce a consistency bias, especially when analyzing relationships between several attitudinal variables. However, socialization tactics items referred to perceived managerial practices but not attitudinal variables, thus minimizing common method variance. The low response rate could also be mentioned as a potential limitation, but our sample was comparable with the global population on several characteristics, suggesting that self-selection bias was not a serious concern.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the present study extended the literature on socialization tactics by examining a wider array of highly relevant proximal outcomes, utilizing dominance analysis, and making and supporting differential predictions. Specifically, we predicted and found that the relative influence of context, content, and social tactics varies across outcomes. Organizational socialization is a critical process for newcomers and organizations alike. By understanding the different levers of socialization that organizations have available for them, they can more effectively engage in strategic human resource management (SHRM) and new employee onboarding.
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Table 1

*Principal component analysis of socialization tactics items.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items from Jones (1986)</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collective-individual 5</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective-individual 1</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal-informal 1</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial-disjunctive 3</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investiture-divestiture 5</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>-.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investiture-divestiture 2</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential-random 1</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential-random 5</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-variable 1</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Loadings < 0.3 are not reported. Rotation method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization (converged in 6 iterations).
Table 2

*Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, and Reliability Estimates*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Context tactics</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Content tactics</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
<td>(.72)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social tactics</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>(.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Learning (organizational domain)</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>(.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Learning (work-team domain)</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.58**</td>
<td>(.87)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Learning (job domain)</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
<td>0.66**</td>
<td>(.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Role replication</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>(.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes. N = 181. Alphas appear along the diagonal in parentheses.*

* $p < 0.05$

** $p < 0.01$.  
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Table 3

**Qualitative dominance analysis for learning variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Organization learning</th>
<th>Work team learning</th>
<th>Job learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>X2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1, X2</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1, X3</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2, X3</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total effect:</td>
<td><strong>0.093</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes. X1 = context, X2 = content, and X3 = social.*
Table 4

Quantitative dominance analysis for learning variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Organizational learning</th>
<th>Work team learning</th>
<th>Work team learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>X3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.0085</td>
<td>.0145</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (= C_{X1})</td>
<td>.1344</td>
<td>.1989</td>
<td>.6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>13.44</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>66.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. X1 = context, X2 = content, X3 = social.
Table 5

**Qualitative and quantitative analysis for role replication**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualitative analysis</th>
<th></th>
<th>Quantitative analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1,X2</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1,X3</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2,X3</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total effect:</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes.* X1 = context, X2 = content, and X3 = social.